
 
L-19 / O-1 Flap Position Sender Service 

 
One of the nagging problems many Birddog owner-operators experience is inaccuracy 
in the electric flaps’ position indicator.  Most often, that inaccuracy is the result of a bad 
signal from the flap position sender.  This article describes service instructions for 
servicing the flap sender.  A good flap gauge (meter) is assumed.  The complete article 
and photos can be found in the Knowledge Base of the Members section of our website: 
http://www.ibdaweb.com/members/knowledge_base/flap_sender.htm   
You will need to log in as a member in order to access the full text.  As always, your 
A&P or IA will provide supervision and is the final authority. 
 
Hint #1:  Buy a repair.  If you choose not to fight the sender yourself, you can pull the 
rheostat assembly and the flap gauge (including its dropping resistor, located on the 
back of the gauge) and send the whole lot to: Paul Malkasian, 912 E Spruce St, Sequim 
WA 98382. (per Minard Thompson, 07/2001)  In 2001, the basic price to service the 
system was $180.  Call Malkasian first to confirm he’s still providing the service:  360-
681-8486. 
 
Hint #2:  Buy a replacement.  If you wish to replace the sender entirely, successful use 
of an auto restoration firm’s reproduction AC fuel tank sender as used in late ‘40s, early 
‘50s Buick fuel gauge systems has been reported.  It’s a very good reproduction of the 
original AC auto fuel tank sender that Cessna bought off the shelf from the AC Division 
of General Motors.  As of this latest writing (January, 2015), the sender can be ordered 
via the web from: 

http://www.classicbuicks.com/B_New_gas_gauge_tank_sender_unit.html 
 

Item P/N is 310701.  Current cost is $89.00 plus freight.  Update: As of Aug '16, cost is 
$99.00. Another source (for a late '40s Cadillac sender) has been reported as: 

http://www.classiccarautoparts.com/gastank_sending_units2.html 
 
In either case, the sender’s wire arm will need to be modified slightly to function properly 
with the flap linkage.  Of course, if you decide to use this replacement, you’ll be sure to 
involve all the alphabet soup people – FAA, FSDO, DER, IA, A&P, MD, CPA – and any 
others necessary to determine its suitability and to approve a non-PMA’d part.  The 
Classic Buicks people would probably prefer not to hear the sender is being ordered to 
evaluate it as a potential aircraft part.   
 
But, if you have more courage than money or more time than cents, the sender can be 
serviced with many returned to a smoothly functioning status.   
 
System Info:  The Birddog’s flap position transmitter (sender) is comprised of a small 
wire-wound rheostat (potentiometer) and an actuating linkage enclosed in the right 
wing.  The rheostat’s wiper contact is positioned by an internal arm via a shaft and its 
external wire arm.  That wire arm is driven by a rod attached to the right flap.  Changes 
in the flap’s position move the linkage and, in turn, varies the position of a wiper contact 
in the rheostat.  (see Complete Assembly photo)  As the flap is lowered, resistance 
increases across the rheostat to decrease the current flowing through the instrument 
panel’s flap position indicator meter.  With decreasing current, the indicator’s needle 



moves clockwise and, in a perfect world, causes the needle to point to the correct flap 
position indication.  Ahhh…  but it’s not a perfect world, you say?  Following are some 
step-by-step suggestions that have restored good flap gauge function to a number of 
senders.  
 

 
 

The Complete Sender – Fully Disassembled 
 
Materials Required:   
Crocus cloth or fine emery paper; Mylar, Teflon, or electrical tape; electrical contact 
cleaner; toothpicks; clear RTV; volt-ohm meter (to measure resistance).  
Optional Materials:  
Krylon clear plastic spray; Dow DC-4 silicone grease; Torque Seal lacquer. 
 
Step-by-Step:  
Following are the step-by step instructions.  In my experience, the whole process may 
take up to two hours’ work – the bulk of that time spent fussing with the removal and 
reinstallation of the sender’s mounting frame in the wing.  Smaller hands will be quicker.  
Don’t worry – it takes longer to read these instructions than to actually service 
the sender.  Please read these instructions completely before starting. 
 

1.) Lower the flaps fully to the down limit switch’s stopping point.  In the cabin, 
with the aircraft’s BATTery power switch OFF, disconnect the battery’s main 
Canon connector.   

2.) Remove the large diameter inspection plate for access to the right wing’s flap 
jackscrew.  Remove the D-shaped inspection plate in the right flap well, 
adjacent to the flap position linkage rod.   

3.) By access through the jackscrew’s large inspection opening, unsnap the 
linkage rod’s rod-end retaining clip from the rod.  Rotate the clip free of the 
rod, lift the rod end up and clear of the sender’s wire linkage.  Disconnect the 



rod’s opposite end from the flap’s ball fitting.  Set the rod aside without 
changing its length adjustment. 

4.) Through the flap well’s D-shaped inspection access, loosen the nut that 
secures the electrical wire’s ring terminal to the sender’s terminal post.  
CAUTION:  With an open-end wrench or needle nose pliers, secure the lower 
jamb nut so it and the terminal post will not turn as the top nut is removed.  If 
the post is not secured, the internals of the sender will rotate and damage will 
occur.   

5.) By access through the large inspection hole and the small inspection hole, 
remove the sender’s frame from the wing.  Four small machine screws and 
nuts secure the frame to the rear spar.  Removal of the whole frame, with 
sender, is much easier than fighting to remove only the sender. 

6.) Remove the sender from the frame.  Refinish the frame as necessary. 
7.) If you are going to refinish the sender, bead blast its exterior before opening 

the unit.  Protect the shaft’s bronze bushing and shaft feed-thru with rubber or 
vinyl electrical tape when bead blasting.  Clean the exterior thoroughly of 
media before proceeding. 

8.) Drill out the two rivets securing the two halves of the sender.  They will later 
be replaced by 6-32 pan head machine screws and stop nuts.   

9.) Carefully pull the two halves apart.  Pull the small domed cover straight out 
from the larger lower half.  The small cover’s flexible contactor can be easily 
damaged and twisted.  Blow out both halves with air to remove any media or 
debris.  Don’t hit the flexible contactor with high pressure air.  (photo 1) 

 
 

10.) Inspect the spring loaded contact for pitting.  If severely pitted, a replacement 
may be necessary.  If only lightly pitted or dulled, lightly dress the contact with 
crocus cloth or a very fine emery paper until smoothly polished.  Very gently 



bend the contact’s spring so the spring is at an angle of approximately 35-45 
degrees to the flat end surface of the shaft.  The contact itself should be set at 
an angle of 10-15 degrees off the spring (photo 2).  Flush the contact and that 
half of the sender with electrical contact cleaner.   

 
 

11.) If you detect “wiggle” and end play in the shaft that passes through the bronze 
bushing, the small shaft washer, inside the housing, may have loosened from 
the crimp on the shaft.  From the outside of the housing, firmly press the shaft 
inward until the small outer flange is firmly contacting the outer end of the 
bushing.  Holding the shaft in that position, press the inside washer back 
down the shaft to firmly contact the inner end of the bushing.  After cleaning 
the washer and shaft surfaces with alcohol or non-residue carb cleaner, 
secure the washer in place with a drop of epoxy cement or the “thick body” 
Superglue on the shaft.  (photo 3, below)  Eliminating that shaft wiggle is the 
biggest step to stabilizing flap gauge readings.   

 



 
12.) Apply a very thin film of RTV to 1/16” of the outer edge of the mating surface 

of the small case half.  It is intended only as a dust seal.  Set that half of the 
sender aside to cure before remating the halves. 

13.) From the other (large) half of the case, carefully remove the jamb nut and 
washer from the terminal post (threaded shaft) and gently push the rubber 
feed-through insulator back into the interior of the housing.  Remove the 
terminal and resistance strip.  The potentiometer wire is wound on a 
fibreboard strip.   

14.) If you are going to refinish the sender’s case, now is the time to do that to 
permit the paint to dry before reassembling the unit. 

15.) Separation of the fine windings of wire on the fibreboard strip contributes to 
the sender’s poor performance.  The wires must be very evenly spaced, 
secured to the fibreboard, and must make good electrical contact with the 
moving contact.  Therefore, perform the following: 
A. Using an ink eraser, crocus cloth, or very fine emery paper, GENTLY 

burnish the top surface of the wound wire along the track of the moving 
contact.  To avoid displacing the wire, burnish the wire in line with its 
windings, perpendicular to the long dimension of the fibreboard.  Be 
gentle!  Pay particular attention to protecting the non-terminal end of the 
winding to prevent it from unwinding from the fibreboard. 

B. When burnished from end to end, gently blow off the winding to remove 
any debris.  Inspect for condition and touch up any contact areas that are 
not shiny.  Clean again with air, flush with electrical contact cleaner, allow 
to dry thoroughly.   

C. Using a small non-metallic tool (a toothpick works well), realign the wire 
windings to remove any gaps and to separate bunched wires.  Slide the 
wires slightly sideways on the fibreboard strip to evenly space them.  They 
should not be separated by more than approximately two diameters of the 
wire.  The last windings on the unsecured end of the coil should be about 



1/16” from the end of the fiberboard.  The cut end of the wire should wrap 
over the end of the strip, from the bottom of the fibreboard to the top, so 
you can later secure the wire’s end. (photo 4, below) 

 
 

D. When the wire windings are positioned, carefully place a strip of tape (lo-
tack is best) over the track that the contact will be following.  The tape 
should be half to two-thirds the width of the fibreboard.  The tape is to 
mask and protect the wire from RTV or clear Krylon spray.    

E. Apply clear RTV to the edges of the winding for the full length of the 
fibreboard core and gently smooth in, removing any excess.  Optionally, 
clear Krylon plastic spray can be used.  With either material, be careful to 
not permit any material on the contact surface of the wire.  The purpose of 
the RTV or Krylon is to resecure the windings in their proper position on 
the fibreboard.  The original lacquer has deteriorated during the past 50 
years and permits the wire to slide on the fibreboard core.  Stop that 
movement and much of the sender’s erratic behavior is corrected.  (photo 
5)  

F. Apply a bit of RTV to the end of the fibreboard core where the cut end of 
the wire wraps from the bottom to the top of the core.  It’s important to 
secure the end to prevent unraveling.  Set the winding and fibreboard 
assembly aside and permit the RTV or Krylon to dry. 

G. Cut a piece of Mylar, Teflon, or electrical tape to the proper width and 
apply the tape to the “well” of the larger case half of the sender.  This is to 
insulate the windings from the case.  The original insulator strip on the 
back of the fiberboard strip is too narrow if the strip becomes cocked.  
Shorting to the case will cause erratic readings as the moving contact 
travels up and down the winding.  (photo 5, below) 

 



 
 

H. After the wound wire assembly has dried, remove the tape from the track. 
To prevent moving the wires, peel it off from edge to edge.  Gently wipe 
the windings’ contact area with a lint-free cloth dampened with contact 
cleaner to remove any trace of the tape’s adhesive.  Again, wipe across 
the strip, in line with the wire.   

I. Using the same cloth and contact cleaner, clean the terminal’s rubber 
feedthrough and permit it to thoroughly dry.  Apply a bit of DC-4 silicone 
grease as a rubber preservative and seal, and to help the feedthrough slip 
into position in the large case half’s terminal hole.   

16.) Insert the terminal post, with its rubber feedthrough, through the hole in the 
large case half.  Check alignment of the fibreboard: The full length of the 
fibreboard must be centered in the well.  The end of the fiberboard must rest 
on the tape insulator you applied to the case.  Gently push the strip down into 
position and gently push the terminal end of the strip into position in the 
feedthrough hole.  Confirm the small lip of the rubber feedthrough is properly 
seated all the way around the hole on the outer surface of the case.  Place 
the washer on the terminal stud and then secure the strip by tightening the 
lower nut on the terminal until the rubber feedthrough expands to fully secure 
the strip.  While tightening, make sure the strip does not rotate and is still 
aligned dead center in the well. 

17.) After the lower nut is tight and with the strip aligned properly, scribe or file an 
index mark in the end of the terminal.  The mark should be aligned with the 
fibreboard strip and will be used to confirm the strip remains properly aligned 
as the top nut is tightened to secure the airframe sender wire’s ring terminal 
to the shaft.  (photo 6, below) 

 



 
 

18.) Position the small case half, with its moving contact, over the open large case 
half and gently lower it into position, being sure not to cock the contact or its 
spring.  Insert a pair of pan head 6-32 machine screws through the rivet 
holes, add a 6L thin washer, then secure each with a stop nut.  The head of 
the screws should be on the small case half side and must be pan head 
rather than truss head screws.  Pan heads permit the screw heads to clear 
the frame’s relieved areas when the sender is mounted.  Dabs of Torque Seal 
are optional. 

19.) Next, check the sender for proper function: 
A. Check and adjust your volt-ohm meter in the resistance mode (“Ω”) for “Ø” 

value with both leads touching each other 
B. Clip one lead to the terminal, the other to the case body.  Swing the wire 

lever arm fully away from the terminal stud.  The value on your meter 
should be 0.1 to 0.5 ohms (0.3 seems to be optimal for accurate flap 
gauge readings). 

C. Leaving the leads connected, swing the lever arm toward the terminal stud 
until it stops – do not force it.  The value on your meter should be 
approximately 30 ohms higher than the previous reading (30.3 ohms 
seems to be optimal).   

D. Next, slowly sweep the lever arm back and forth.  The resistance values 
should change smoothly and evenly – no jumps, no bumps, no dead 
spots.  Sweep the lever arm back and forth a number of times.  There 
should be no change in performance.  If you detect non-linear changes in 
the resistance readings, and they occur at the same spot each time, a few 
turns of the wire may have moved or there may be debris on the wire.  If 
so, reopen the case and check that windings have not shifted.  If the non-
linear changes occur at different spots and to varying degrees, the moving 
contact may be making poor contact.  If so, reopen the case and gently 



bend the pressure spring to increase contact pressure.  Reclean the wire 
and contact surfaces, reassemble, and test again. 

20.) After proper operation has been confirmed, mount the sender in the mounting 
frame.  Note the cutouts in the frame that will accommodate the two screws 
now holding the sender’s halves together. 

21.) Return the mount to its position in the wing and secure with four machine 
screws, washers, and stop nuts.  Apply bearing grease to both ends of the 
flap position linkage rod.  Confirm the end retaining clip’s two loops are 
spread apart only slightly more than the diameter of the wire used as the loop 
on the sender’s lever arm.  If the clip is spread too far apart, the rod end will 
“wobble” in the wire loop and create erratic readings.  If necessary to prevent 
play on the linkage rod’s right angle end, crimp the small loop on the end of 
the sender's wire arm.  The loop’s inner diameter should be no larger than the 
diameter of the linkage arm’s right angle end.  If there is play, there will be lag 
in the flap gauge’s response to flap position changes.   

22.) Without securing the flap position linkage rod to the ball fitting on the flap, 
insert the rod through its access slot in the flap well.  Place the rod’s end 
retaining clip on the sender’s wire lever arm loop, insert the flap position 
linkage rod end, then swivel and latch the clip. 

23.) Note:  If the rod was properly adjusted before your service work, it will still be 
properly adjusted.  If the rod was out of adjustment before servicing the 
sender, it will need adjustment.  To confirm the rod’s adjustment, the flaps 
must still be in their fully-extended (60 degree) position as determined by the 
down limit switch’s shut off.  Observe the travel of the sender’s wire lever arm 
and its relationship to the rear stop on the sender case as you gently position 
the linkage rod by hand - as if to attach it to the flap’s ball fitting.  If the wire 
lever arm is exerting pressure against the rear stop, lengthen the linkage rod 
until the wire lever arm is barely touching the stop.  There should be no 
pressure applied to the stop by the wire.  Significant pressure against either 
stop will cause the sender’s internal shaft washer to again loosen and cause 
erratic readings. 

24.) When the proper linkage rod length has been confirmed, attach it to the flap’s 
ball fitting, and reconnect the electrical lead to the sender’s terminal, securing 
the ring terminal and a washer with a stop nut.  CAUTION:  As when 
disconnecting the lead, secure the lower jamb nut with an open-end wrench 
or needle nose pliers so it and the terminal stud will not turn as the top nut is 
tightened.  If the terminal is not secured, the internals of the sender can rotate 
and damage will occur.  Observe your scribed mark on the end of the terminal 
stud to confirm the internal fibreboard strip does not rotate and remains 
properly aligned in the center of the sender’s “well.” 

25.) Reconnect the aircraft battery, power up the system and, while observing the 
travel of the linkage rod and sender’s wire lever arm, raise the flaps to the full 
Up position.  During the last portion of the travel, “milk” the flaps up.  Observe 
that the sender’s wire lever arm does not press against the forward stop.  If it 
appears to be exerting pressure, lower the flaps and slightly shorten the 
linkage rod.  Be careful not to shorten the rod so much that it creates 



pressure between the wire lever arm and the aft stop when flaps are fully 
down.  If it seems there’s no way to balance the two, you’ll need to adjust the 
down limit switch’s shutoff point slightly to limit down travel.  When properly 
adjusted, the wire arm will travel fully between the two stops without applying 
pressure to either stop. 

 
When the final adjustment has been made, check the flap gauge for proper 
indications.  If the range of resistance values in the sender is as described 
above, and the linkage rod is permitting full travel of the sender’s moving contact, 
a correctly functioning flap gauge will track the flaps’ positions properly to 
accurately, and smoothly, indicate the flaps’ positions. 
 
Good Luck!    
(Buying that repro sender’s probably looking pretty good right now, huh?) 

aj 
V 1 – 2004 

V2 – Dec 2004 
V3a – Sept 2010 
V3b – Jan 2015 
V3c – Aug 2016 

 
 
 


